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Negative connotations and 

reality around craft 

“Crafty”: skillful but cunning and contriving 

 

“Crafted”: expertly done but spurious 

 

“Mere craft”: not really art, therefore not 
serious 

 

How many NAEA presentations about 
craft? 



1. Reasons for the demise of craft 

in Western art history 

 Machines replaced human hands with less expense and less 
time – the Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th century to 
the present 

 

 Drawing, sculpture, and architecture were elevated to the 
status of liberal arts (intellectual), leaving crafts behind  - 
Renaissance 

 

 Romanticism emphasized the inspiration and creativity of the 
individual artist – diabolically opposed to the craft with its 
emphasis on traditional method and skill gained by endless 
repetition 

 

 Modernism denounced decoration and beauty that had a 
close relationship with crafts  
 

 

 

 



2. The status of crafts in the 

history of art education 
Positive: From 1890s to 1930s 

Arts and Crafts Movements 

Dewey’s educational philosophy 

Trend after the Great Depression 

 

Negative: From the mid 20th to the present 

Lowenfeld’s creative self-expression theory: 

1950s to 1980s 

Discipline-based Art Education: 1970s to 2000s 

Visual Culture and Postmodern Art Education: 

1990s to the present 



2. The status of crafts in the 

history of art education (cont.) 
Positive:1980s to the present 

Multiculturalism 

Emphasis on pre-historic or aboriginal cultures 

African, Australian, native American 

Why not European, Islamic, or Chinese? 

No distinction between crafts and ceremonial or 
religious objects  

Return of “decoration” and “ornaments” in 
commercial craft sector 

Abundant and cheaper commercial craft 
materials 

Art teachers’ awareness of the motivating power 
of crafts 

 



3. Components of crafts 

1. Relationship between hands and materials 

2. Skill and craftsmanship 

3. Objects of daily use 

4. Beauty or design 



4. Categories of craft 

1. Traditional crafts 

2. Studio crafts: Ceramics, metals, textile, glass, & 

wood 

3. Consumer crafts: Scrapbooking, jewelry making, 

knitting, candle making, sewing, embroidery, 

basket weaving  

4. Holiday/Sunday school/classroom crafts: A 

weaker version of consumer crafts; cheap 

material, pre-set procedure, bad craftsmanship 

5. Art classroom craft? 

 

 



 

 

5. Why crafts should be reframed 

for art classroom 

Art ability more spread out “democratically” among 

general public and pleasurable because it is 

evolutionarily ancient 

Human ancestors’ tool making from 2 million 

years ago  

Modern Homo Sapiens’ language ability from 

0.2 million years ago 

First “decorative” object 60,000 years ago 

First representation 40,000 years ago 

 

  



 

 

5. Why crafts should be reframed 

for art classroom (cont.) 

Cognitive benefits: directly connected to “problem 

solving” and “critical thinking” in treating materials 

Psychological benefits 

Utility of a craft item is motivating 

Most world cultures approachable through crafts 

Contemporary visual culture deprives children from 

using their hands in a productive way. 



6. Constraints on art class crafts 
Budget shortage 

 Crafts materials are usually 3 D and costly 

 

Time constraint 

 Most craft projects take time for practice and for 

finishing 

 

Negative connotations of crafts in general public 



7. Reframed art classroom crafts 
 Basic components 

 Beauty: Design elements and principles (Art) 

 Craftsmanship/Doing things well –ethics of discipline and 

perseverance (Self) 

 Cultural literacy (World) 

 

 Adjustments 

 No need to be strictly functional 

 No need to be strictly 3-D 

 Personal choices should be included 

 Room for critical thinking 

 



Example 1: Book making/binding 
 Craftsmanship in measuring, folding, gluing, and sewing 

 Decorative paper-making as a separate project 

 Book making as an art history content 

 Calligraphy  

 Manuscript making 

 Importance of books in the advancement of a civilization 

 Combined with a research project in other subject areas 

 Visual art: picture narration of a poem or a nursery song / a 

sketchbook 

 Literature: “My favorite poems” / a journal book 

 Science: botanical, zoological illustration 

 History: time line with text and images. 

 Art history: thematic approach / time line with text and images 

 

 



Example 2: Weaving 
 Inexpensive materials such as paper or yarn  

 Connection to world cultures 

 Native American 

 Persian 

 Islamic 

 European 

 Connection to different genres of art 

 Fabric for clothing (all cultures) 

 Carpet or rug (Islamic prayer rug) 

 Wall hanging (medieval Europe) 

 Basket (all cultures) 

 Connection to design elements and principles  

 Color, size, weaving patterns 

 Repetition, variety, and contrast 



A weaving lesson for 5th grade 



Example 3: Beads making 
 Inexpensive materials 

 Commercial beads for children 

 Play dough 

 Paper 

 Connection to world cultures 

 African 

 Native American-European 

 European 

 Connection to design elements and principles 

 Color, shape, texture, size 

 Symmetry, center of focus, repetition, variety, and contrast 



A beads-making lesson 

Published in Arts and Activities 



Example 4: Doll-making 
 Highly motivating owing to the inherent human interest in a 

figure and a face 

 A doll does not have to have a full set of limbs or facial 

features 

 Sock-doll making 

 Materials are not as cheap as other projects, but feasible with 

donations from parents 

 Main materials 

 Baby socks 

 Stuffing materials 

 Threads and needles 

 Fabric, yarn, buttons, other odds and ends. 

 Hot glue 

 

Published in Arts and Activities 



Doll-making at the Youth Arts 

Festival 

Teacher samples 



Example 5: Pottery pattern 

design 

 Connection to world cultures 

 Several cultures famous for ceramics for comparison 

 Greek, Korean (or Chinese), Zuni, and Inca 

 Connection to beauty and design 

 Form study 

 “Good” form 

 Pattern study 

 Geometric patterns 

 Repeated images 

 Visual reference materials available 

 Dover publications 



A pottery pattern lesson 

Korean pottery shapes and patterns 

Published in Arts and Activities 

 



A pottery pattern lesson 

Greek pottery shapes and patterns 



A pottery pattern lesson 

Native North American (Zuni) pottery shapes and patterns 



A pottery pattern lesson 

Native South American (Inca) pottery shapes and patterns 


